Endocochlear potentials and compound action potential recovery: functions in the C57BL/6J mouse.
The C57BL/6J mouse suffers from cochlear degeneration beginning at an early age and has been used as a model of age-related hearing loss (presbyacusis). Here, the endocochlear potential (EP) and compound action potential (CAP) responses were determined in one-, four-, 12- and 24-month-old C57BL/6J mice. CAP measures included thresholds to tone pips, input/output (I/O) functions, and recovery functions to conditioning tones. EP values among the four age groups did not differ significantly (P>0.05) in either the basal or apical turns. CAP thresholds were increased significantly by 10 to 30 dB in the four-month group compared to the one-month controls at 11.3, 16, 20, and 22.6 kHz. CAP I/O functions were shallower in the four-month group compared to controls at all frequencies. In the 12- and 24-month-old mice, CAP responses were absent, despite normal EP values in these animals. Recovery functions after conditioning tones were obtained at 8, 16, 20 and 22.6 kHz; the functions had fast and slow components at all frequencies tested in both the one- and four-month-old groups. The corresponding recovery curves were identical for both age groups, even with significant threshold shifts in the older group. The two component recovery curves provide the first physiological evidence that different spontaneous rate (SR) classes of auditory neurons exist in the C57BL/6J mouse. Moreover, the unchanged recovery functions in the older group suggest that there was no loss of activity of the low-SR fiber population with age under conditions where the EP remains stable, in contrast to the gerbil model of presbyacusis where there is a loss of low-SR fiber activity and EP does decline with age.